The 3D MIMO beamforming system needs a weighting method to determine the direction of beam whist reducing the interference for other beam areas operating at the same carrier frequency. The challenge is to determine the weights of the 3D MIMO beams to direct each beam towards its cluster of user terminals whilst placing its nulls at undesired user directions in order to minimise undesired interference. Therefore, the SINR (signal to interference plus noise ratio) should be increased whilst the interference from the side lobes of the other beams reduced. A weight determining method is presented in this paper that constructs horizontal and vertical array weights respectively by MMSE (minimizing the mean-square error) between the array pattern vector and the unit vector, where the unit vector expresses the desired direction for the array pattern and zero vector expresses the undesired direction. Since the rectangular planar array can be viewed as M linear arrays of N elements, the weight of the M-Nth element can be obtained based on the horizontal and vertical array weights.
Fig. 1 Three main beams for user terminals in one area
In Fig. 1 , the three main lobes have an effect on each other that is measured in SINR and the antenna array weights for parameterising them should be set to minimise the interference. In this paper, the optimum antenna array weights are determined, which steers the beam towards its cluster of user terminals whilst maximizing the SINR Determining the weight of each array element: For a rectangular array in the x-y plane, there are M elements in the x-direction and N elements in the y-direction. The x-directed elements are spaced dx apart and the y-directed elements are spaced dy apart. According to [3] , we obtain the pattern of the entire M× N element array: 
When A is inversed， then
In order to obtain the weight vector in x-direction x W , we need solve In Fig.2 and Fig. 3 , the CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function) of SINR is shown for 20 user terminals randomly distributed in one cell relative to the BS at heights 25 and 150 meters, respectively.
In order to make a better comparison with the proposed weight method, there are three methods to determine the weight of array element in our simulation analysis. The first is set each array element has the uniform weight. The second is the SVD algorithm from the channel information [4] .The third one is our proposed MMSE method. Fig. 2 . Furthermore, the maximum value is more than 145 dB, which is larger than the maximum value in Fig. 2 . The performance results presented in Fig.2 and Fig.3 are compared in Table 2 . The Table 2 shows that the SINR values for the BS at 150 m height are larger than the values for BS at 25 m height. Therefore, the SINR performance will be better when the height of BS is higher. When the location of user terminal is almost parallel to BS, the SINR will increase because the main-lobes will overlap each other.
To sum up, the proposed weight method has decreased the interference between each beam and identified that the location of BS should be set at the top of high building for increasing performance.
